Analyze Re for Improved
Profitability
™

There has never been a more challenging reinsurance underwriting market. The continuing
inflow of alternative capital combined with the lack of major catastrophes in recent years has
depressed prices, while in-house technologies are not keeping up with today’s volumes of
data. As a result, reinsurers are chasing increasingly scarce profits.

Highlights
–– Price even the most complex
contracts in real time (we dare
you to show us a structure we
can’t model).
–– Run “what-if” analyses on your
portfolio by adding or removing
contracts and instantly see the
impact on profitability; slice
and dice layers from different
contracts to determine the
optimal mix.
–– Precisely define your corporate
goals and constraints, then
choose from a set of simulated
portfolios on an efficient
frontier between risk and
return.

FINDING COMPETITIVE EFFICIENCIES THROUGH REALTIME ANALYTICS
Imagine performing portfolio analytics so fast that you can
evaluate and price new business as soon as the opportunity
presents itself. Imagine a platform that allows you to precisely
express your business objectives and constraints to optimize
your portfolio. Imagine having the luxury of drilling deep into
your portfolio to explore its composition and risk drivers, or to
reveal insights that may fundamentally change the way you
manage risk—all in real time. Literally.
Analyze Re’s real-time analytics will not only improve the
profitability of your portfolio, it may just revolutionize the
way you do business.

THE TECHNOLOGY DILEMMA—AND ITS
SOLUTION

The platform has been developed as a toolkit that can be

More reinsurers are abandoning the do-it-yourself

your technical teams can take advantage of the Analyze

approach to technology and refocusing attention on

Re analytics library to expedite development cycles,

what matters: managing risk profitably through analytics.

shaving months off the time it takes to build and release

In-house technologies are often complex, expensive to

new capabilities.

built on top of existing internal systems. With our APIs,

maintain, and constrained by release cycles that are not in
synch with market demands.

ANALYZE RE IS MODEL AGNOSTIC
No matter which catastrophe models and software you

You can increase your chance of success, lower

use, your modeled loss output can be input into Analyze

development costs and IT costs and, perhaps most

Re, enabling you to perform downstream analytics on all

importantly, “future-proof” yourself against an ever-

of your reinsurance contracts in one location. Whether

changing technological landscape with Analyze Re.

you use an internal model, AIR model, another third-party
model, or all of the above, Analyze Re can ingest and

A scalable, software as a service (SaaS) platform, Analyze

analyze model results, then roll them up to an enterprise

Re enables you to access your analytics anywhere—

view of risk within seconds.

through APIs on the web, at your desktop, or tablet, as
well as via a flexible Excel add-in.

LEARN MORE & SCHEDULE A DEMO
Contact info@analyzere.com, visit analyzere.com/schedule-demo or call +1 (888)-828-6490
or +1 (902)-422-7055 to set up a demonstration of the platform.
If you are an AIR Worldwide client, please contact your account representative.
About Analyze Re
Founded in 2013 and acquired by Verisk Analytics in 2016 (Nasdaq:VRSK),
Analyze Re is part of AIR Worldwide. Analyze Re provides analytics designed for
the reinsurance and insurance industries. In addition to predictive analytics for
strategic planning, Analyze Re technology helps organizations make faster and
more accurate pricing and portfolio management decisions.
AIR Worldwide is a registered trademark of AIR Worldwide
Corporation and a Verisk Analytics business.

Servicing all links in the reinsurance value chain, the Analyze Re platform is built
to help reinsurers improve complex reinsurance portfolios and insurers design
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reinsurance coverage to optimize coverage. For more information, please visit
analyzere.com.

